Cold drink cups

The widest range, several sizes up to 64 oz.

Hot drink cups

Single and double wall cups in several sizes, to match the growing needs of both ‘on the go’ and ‘at home’ consumption.

Ice cream cups

Single portion and family sizes to meet everybody’s needs.

Ice cream cups and lids

The widest range, several sizes up to 64 oz.

Dairy cups

Oval, round and square: several shapes to make distinctiveness effective.

A wide offer…for a sustainable world

Packaging for a sustainable world

©NaturellySeda is a Trademark of Seda S.p.A.

This product decomposes in H2O, CO2 and compost within 50 days*

* according to EN13432

Seda

INTERNATIONAL PACKAGING GROUP

www.sedagroup.org

SEDA INTERNATIONAL PACKAGING GROUP S.P.A - Corso Salvatore D’Amato 73 - 80022 Arzano - Naples - Italy
Tel. +39 081 731 33 61 - Fax +39 081 731 03 60 - www.sedagroup.org - seda@sedagroup.org

Manufacturing sites:

SEDA ITALY S.P.A - Corso Salvatore D’Amato 84 - 80022 Arzano - Naples - Italy
Tel. +39 081 731 33 61 - Fax +39 081 731 03 60 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

IMBULA S.P.A - Via Pozzobon 99 - 35047 Soresina - Italy
Tel. +39 045 370 74 72 - Fax +39 045 208 69 36 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

ASTEROIDOMICA INCLUSI S.P.A - Corso Salvatore D’Amato, 7075 - 80022 Arzano - Naples - Italy
Tel. +39 081 731 03 62 - Fax +39 081 731 03 63 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

CARTOPRINT S.P.A - Via Roma 187 - 21026 Cornaredo - Vercelli - Italy
Tel. +39 0382 703 44 00 - Fax +39 0382 703 44 01 - www.cartoprint.com - info@cartoprint.com

SEDA GERMANY GMBH - Salvatore D’Amato Park D-91284 Neuhaus/Pegnitz - Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 9156 18 0 - Fax +49 (0) 9156 17 22 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

SEDA IBERICA S.A - Estrada De Porto Salvo - Paço de Arcos - 2780 Oeiras - Portugal
Tel. +351 21 440 14 00 - Fax +351 21 440 14 44 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

SEDA UK Ltd - Salvatore D’Amato Court - 10 Hawtin Park - Radyr - Cardiff - South Wales - NP12 2DU - United Kingdom
Tel. +44 (0) 22 338 40 66 - Fax +44 (0) 22 338 40 64 - www.sedagroup.org - sales@sedagroup.org

Sales offices:

SEDA AUSTRALIAN Ltd - 51 Bay Street - 3186 - Vic - Brighton - Australia
Tel. +61 3 959 50 210 - Fax +61 3 959 50 276 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

SEDA CIS - Allekseiskogo Avenue street, 121/2 - 117028 Moscow - Russia
Tel. +7 (495) 018 64 43 - Fax +7 (495) 018 64 44 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

SEDA SPAIN S.L - Rambla de Catalunya, 77-79 - 08008 Barcelona - Spain
Fax: +34 93 487 50 90 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

SEDA SUISE AG - Rigistrasse 3 - CH-6300 Zug - Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0) 71 728 71 22 - Fax +41 (0) 71 728 71 21 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

TADDIA S.P.A - Via Viara 2250 - 40024 Castel S. Pietro Terme - Bologna - Italy
Tel. +39 051 94 49 73 - Fax +39 051 94 49 72 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

www.sedagroup.org
A technologically advanced solution, for a better world.

“NaturellySeda” is the new packaging range in paperboard and biopolymers derived from Seda’s commitment to provide a consistent sustainable answer to the many challenges we face regarding natural resources availability and environmental balance. NaturellySeda is fully biodegradable and compostable. Achieved with sustainable raw materials and a cutting edge environmentally effective production process, it is designed to be used to its full after use via recycling processes, energy recovery or composting. NaturellySeda offers a wide range of packaging for the Food Service, Ice Cream, Dairy and Food Industry and guarantees high quality standards on a par with the performances of the current packaging.

“Sustainability is a way of living, not just a way of operating”
Antonio D’Amato - CEO Seda Group

NaturellySeda is fully biodegradable and compostable. Achieved with sustainable raw materials and a cutting edge environmentally effective production process, it is designed to be used to its full after use via recycling processes, energy recovery or composting. NaturellySeda offers a wide range of packaging for the Food Service, Ice Cream, Dairy and Food Industry and guarantees high quality standards on a par with the performances of the current packaging.

According to Seda sustainability is, above all, a way of being rather than a way of operating and it has been so since its very first beginning, more than 40 years ago. That’s why in Seda vision sustainability must involve the whole lifecycle of the product from its production process to its use. Sustainable packaging must have three characteristics:

* renewable raw materials produced in a sustainable way
* clean and efficient technology and production processes
* design that allows product to be used to its full even after its use

Seda’s mission is to create innovative environmental solutions from renewable resources, respecting legislative requirements and environmental standards in Iso 140001 certified process. It’s fundamental to produce products that are 100% recyclable, biodegradable and compostable. Moreover Seda is certified ISO 14001 in all its plants, a standard which identifies and defines the requisites of an “environmental management system”.

Seda, sustainability and packaging.

Sustainable packaging must be designed to be used in full even after its post-consumer collection and therefore be recyclable, biodegradable and compostable. Being recyclable doesn’t necessarily mean being actually recycled. Paper packaging is by far the most recycled type of packaging in Europe. NaturellySeda besides being recyclable decomposes in H2O, CO 2 and compost within 50 days, according to EN13432.

As it is 100% biodegradable, NaturellySeda offers the best solution to the litter problem afflicting our towns and waters. Hence whilst the commitment to fight litter is paramount, the availability and use of a 100% biodegradable product improves the quality of our environment.

Seda, sustainability and raw materials.

Seda has always chosen renewable raw materials, produced with low environmental impact processes. It’s noteworthy that Seda purchases its paper exclusively from suppliers who have a forest management system ensuring the perpetual planting, growing and harvesting of trees so that forests can always be healthy and abundant for current and rising generations. The biopolymers are a raw materials choice with a low environmental impact, they come from renewable or partially renewable sources and are biodegradable and compostable. Moreover Seda’s production of biopolymers reduces energy consumption and emission levels compared to traditional plastic.

Seda has always chosen renewable raw materials, produced with low environmental impact processes. It’s noteworthy that Seda purchases its paper exclusively from suppliers who have a forest management system ensuring the perpetual planting, growing and harvesting of trees so that forests can always be healthy and abundant for current and rising generations. The biopolymers are a raw materials choice with a low environmental impact, they come from renewable or partially renewable sources and are biodegradable and compostable. Moreover Seda’s production of biopolymers reduces energy consumption and emission levels compared to traditional plastic.

Seda Environmental Policy

• Seda is 100% biodegradable, according to EN13432.
• Seda always uses renewable or partially renewable raw materials and is constantly committed to research for maximum efficiency and maximum reduction of energy consumption, emission and environmental impact.
• Seda is certified ISO 14001 in all its plants, a standard which identifies and defines the requisites of an “environmental management system”.

Seda Environmental Policy

• Seda always uses renewable or partially renewable raw materials and is constantly committed to research for maximum efficiency and maximum reduction of energy consumption, emission and environmental impact.
• Seda is certified ISO 14001 in all its plants, a standard which identifies and defines the requisites of an “environmental management system”.

Seda and environmental sustainability: a commitment going way back in time.

Seda Environmental Policy

• Seda always uses renewable or partially renewable raw materials and is constantly committed to research for maximum efficiency and maximum reduction of energy consumption, emission and environmental impact.
• Seda is certified ISO 14001 in all its plants, a standard which identifies and defines the requisites of an “environmental management system”.

Seda, sustainability and the production process.
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Seda, sustainability and the production process.

Seda, sustainability and the production process.
A technologically advanced solution, for a better world.

“NaturellySeda” is the new packaging range in paperboard and biopolymers derived from Seda’s commitment to provide a consistent sustainable answer to the many challenges we face regarding natural resources availability and environmental balance. NaturellySeda is fully biodegradable and compostable. Anchored with sustainable raw materials and a cutting edge environmentally effective production process, it is designed to be used to its full after use via recycling processes, energy recovery or composting.

NaturellySeda offers a wide range of packaging for the Food Service, Ice Cream, Dairy and Food Industry markets, and guarantees high quality standards on a par with the performances of the current packaging.

“Sustainability is a way of living, not just a way of operating”

Antonio D’Amato - CEO Seda Group

NaturellySeda

Seda and environmental sustainability: a commitment going way back in time.

Milestones

1964
Seda was born thanks to the environmental commitment of the founder.

1980
Seda issues a definition of its Seda Environmental Policy.

1993
The first Seda Environmental Policy is published.

2001
Seda issues the 3rd Seda Environmental Policy.

2003
Seda launches Ecoshine, the first biodegradable product produced by Seda.

2006
Seda becomes ISO 14001 certified.

2008
NaturellySeda besides being recyclable decomposes in H2O, CO2 and compost within 50 days, achieving a 96% biodegradability according to EN 13432.

Continuous improvement is ever more environmental friendly manufacturing processes.

According to Seda sustainability is, above all, a way of being, rather than a way of operating and it has been so since its very first beginning, more than 40 years ago. That’s why in Seda vision sustainability must involve the whole lifecycle of the product from its production process to its use. Sustainable packaging must have three characteristics:

* renewable raw materials produced in a sustainable way
* clean and efficient technology and production processes
* design that allows product to be used to its full even after its use

Seda Environmental Policy

• Utilize recyclable, biodegradable and renewable raw materials
• Develop new products that achieve lower consumption of raw materials and energy
• Achieve incremental levels of efficiency in the production process to minimize environmental impact
• Purchase paperboard from producers committed to a forest regeneration program
• Observe the most rigorous environmental standards in our production process beyond legislative requirements

Seda, sustainability and raw materials.

Seda has always chosen renewable raw materials, produced with low environmental impact processes. It’s noteworthy that Seda purchases its paper exclusively from suppliers who have a forest management system ensuring the perpetual planting, growing and harvesting of trees so that forests can always be healthy and abundant for current and rising generations.

The biopolymers are a raw materials choice with a low environmental impact; they come from renewable or partially renewable sources and are biodegradable and compostable*. Moreover the production of biopolymers reduces energy consumption and emission levels compared to traditional plastic.

Seda, sustainability and the production process.

The production process is pivotal to sustainability. Seda always uses only state-of-the-art technology and is constantly committed to research for maximum efficiency and maximum reduction of energy consumption, emission and environmental impact.

Moreover Seda is certified ISO 14001 in all its plants, a standard which identifies and defines the requisites of an “environmental management system”.

Seda, sustainability and packaging.

Sustainable packaging must be designed to be used in its full even after its post-consumer collection and therefore be recyclable, biodegradable and compostable. Being recyclable doesn’t necessarily mean being actually recycled. Paper packaging is by far the most recycled type of packaging in Europe. NaturellySeda besides being recyclable decomposes in H2O, CO2 and compost within 50 days, according to EN 13432.

As it is 100% biodegradable, NaturellySeda offers the best solution to the litter problem afflicting our towns and waters. Hence whilst the commitment to fight litter is paramount, the availability and use of a 100% biodegradable product improves the quality of our environment.

* According to EN13432

Sustainable Packaging Check list

- Raw materials
  - 100% Recyclable
  - 100% Biodegradable
  - 100% Sustainable

- Manufacturing Processes
  - Low with environmental impact and energy consumption

- Packaging
  - 100% Biodegradable
  - 100% Renewable

NaturellySeda: a comprehensive sustainability management system covering all phases of the lifecycle of the product (from production process to its use).

Continuous improvement is ever more environmental friendly manufacturing processes.
NaturellySeda offers a wide range of packaging for the Food Service, Ice Cream, Dairy and Food Industry. Commissioned to provide a consistent sustainable answer to the many challenges we face regarding the “NaturellySeda” is the new packaging range in paperboard and biopolymers derived from Seda's renewable sources.

**Sustainability is a way of living, not just a way of operating**
Antonio D’Amato - CEO Seda Group

### A technologically advanced solution, for a better world.

NaturellySeda is fully biodegradable and compostable. Aided with sustainable raw materials and a cutting edge environmentally effective production process, it is designed to be used to its full after use via recycling processes, energy recovery or composting.

NaturellySeda offers a wide range of packaging for the Food Service, Ice Cream, Dairy and Food Industry and guarantees high quality standards on par with the performances of the current packaging.

### ENVIRONMENTAL FACTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NaturellySeda Cups biodegradability rate at a GLANCE</th>
<th>NaturellySeda: composting cycle*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day 7</td>
<td>Day 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day 14</td>
<td>Day 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* According to EN13432

### Seda, sustainability and environmental safety: a commitment going way back in time.

**Milestones**

- **1964**: Seda was born as a small company producing a first generation of disposable cups for the Olympic Games.
- **2008**: Seda was certified ISO 14001 in all its plants, a standard which identifies and defines the requisites of an “environmental management system”.

### Seda Environmental Policy

- **Improve and maintain environmental standards** to ensure that our products, processes, and activities are managed in a manner that is environmentally sustainable and in compliance with legal requirements and regulatory requirements.
- **Actively promote and support recycling at all levels**.
- **Utilize recyclable, biodegradable and renewable raw materials**.
- **Achieve incremental levels of efficiency in the production process to minimize environmental impact**.
- **Purchase paperboard from producers committed to a forest regeneration program**.
- **Audit incremental levels of efficiency in the production process to minimize environmental impact**.
- **Buy recycled products that source from remnants of raw materials and energy**.
- **Distribute recyclable, biodegradable and renewable raw materials**.
- **Activity promote and support recycling at all levels**.

### Sustainable Packaging Check list

- **Raw materials**: sourced from renewable or sustainably managed sources.
- **Packaging**: sourced from sustainable raw materials and processes. 100% recyclable, 100% biodegradable.
- **Manufacturing Processes**: products comply with the requirements of the Environmental Protection Act.
- **Paperboard suppliers**: certified according to FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) and PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification).

### Seda, sustainability and the production process.

The production process is pivotal to sustainability. Seda always uses only state-of-the-art technology and is constantly committed to research for maximum efficiency and maximum reduction of energy consumption, emission and environmental impact.

Moreover Seda is certified ISO 14001 in all its plants, a standard which identifies and defines the requisites of an “environmental management system”.

### Seda, sustainability and packaging.

Sustainable packaging must be designed to be used in its full even after its post-consumer collection and therefore be recyclable, biodegradable and compostable.

Being recyclable doesn’t necessarily mean being actually recycled. Paper packaging is by far the most recycled type of packaging in Europe.

NaturellySeda besides being recyclable decomposes in 140 days and within 50 days, according to EN 13432.

As it is 100% biodegradable, NaturellySeda offers the best solution to the litter problem afflicting our towns and waters.

Hence whilst the commitment to fight litter is paramount, the availability and use of a 100% biodegradable product improves the quality of our environment.
A wide offer...for a sustainable world

Cold drink cups and lids
The widest range, several sizes up to 64 oz.

Hot drink cups
Single and double wall cups in several sizes, to match the growing needs of ‘on the go’ and ‘at home’ consumption.

Ice cream cups
Single portion and family sizes to meet everybody’s needs.

Dairy cups
Oval, round and square: several shapes to make distinctiveness effective.

Packaging for a sustainable world

©NaturelySeda is a Trademark of Seda S.p.A.

This product decomposes in H2O, CO2 and compost within 50 days*

* according to EN13432

Seda INTERNATIONAL PACKAGING GROUP S.P.A. - Corso Salvatore D’Amato 73 - 80022 Arzano - Naples - Italy
Tel. +39 081 731 91 11 - Fax +39 081 731 03 02 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

Manufacturing sites:
Seda ITALY S.p.A. - Corso Salvatore D’Amato 73 - 80022 Arzano - Naples - Italy
Tel. +39 081 731 91 11 - Fax +39 081 731 03 02 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org
Seda SPAIN S.L. - Rambla de Catalunya 77, 1-1B - 08007 Barcelona - Spain
Tel. +34 93 48 75 073 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org
Seda IBERICA S.A. - Estrada De Porto Salvo - Paço de Arcos - 2780 Oeiras - Portugal
Tel. +351 21 440 14 00 - Fax +351 21 440 14 44 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org
Seda SUISSE AG - Rigistrasse 3 - CH-6300 Zug - Switzerland
Tel. +41 (41) 728 77 20 - Fax +41 (41) 728 77 21 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org
Seda UK Ltd - Salvatore D’Amato Court - 10 Hawtin Park - Gellihaf - Blackwood - South Wales - NP12 2UJ - United Kingdom
Tel. +44 1443 81 18 88 - Fax +44 1443 81 18 62 - www.sedagroup.org - sales_uk@sedagroup.org

Seda AUSTRALASIA Ltd - 9/214 Bay Street - 3186 - Vic Brighton - Australia
Tel. +61 39 59 50 210 - Fax +61 39 59 50 276 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

Seda CIS - Moscow Office - Sverdlovskaya street, 12/1 - 103052 Moscow - Russia
Tel. +7 (495) 514 03 43 - Fax +7 (495) 514 03 44 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

IMBALLPLAST S.P.A. - Via Piaggio 38 - 80022 Napoli - Italy
Tel. +39 081 228 66 22 - Fax +39 081 228 66 28 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

ASTOMINGCANWA INCADORA S.P.A. - Corso Salvatore D’Amato, 7075 - 80022 Arzano - Naples - Italy
Tel. +39 081 143 111 - Fax +39 081 731 13 19 - www.sedagroup.org - intanzacanwa@il24.it

CARTOPRINT S.P.A. - Via Roma 187 - 75126 Cassino Perugia - Viterbo - Italy
Tel. +39 076 447 91 11 - Fax +39 076 447 90 95 - www.cartoprint.com - info@cartoprint.com

Seda GERMANY GMBH - Salvatore D’Amato Park 1 - D-91284 Neuhaus/Peg. - Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 9156 18 0 - Fax +49 (0) 9156 17 22 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org

Seda UK Ltd - Salvatore D’Amato Court - 10 Hawtin Park - Gellihaf - Blackwood - South Wales - NP12 2UJ - United Kingdom
Tel. +44 1443 81 18 88 - Fax +44 1443 81 18 62 - www.sedagroup.org - sales_uk@sedagroup.org

Sales offices:

TADDIA S.P.A. - Via Viara 2250 - 40024 Castel S. Pietro Terme - Bologna - Italy
Tel. +39 051 94 49 73 - Fax +39 051 94 12 62 - www.sedagroup.org - info@sedagroup.org